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(The second edition, the seventh chapter, ‘Sri Dilip Kumar Roy’ of the book 
‘The Mother’s Manifestation’ is offered at the lotus Feet of The Mother and Sri 
Aurobindo on occasion of New Year, 01.01.2020. Sri Anilbaran Roy’s 
contemporary Sadhaka, Sri Dilip Kumar Roy, a poet of new beauty and noted 
musician, had the longest correspondence with Sri Aurobindo and received His 
special care and attention. He was instrumental in drawing eminent Truth Seekers 
from Bengal and the world towards His Divine Grace and was the most active 
dynamic Sadhaka of Sri Aurobindo Ashram. The Divine is manifested in him 
through exploration of new Songs, new Music, and expression of inexpressible 
mystery through oration. 

 
His life and action symbolises the perfection of traditional Bhakti Yoga in 

which Radha and Krishna’s relation in Psychic plane of ‘Much sweeter… than 
any rapture known’56 reconciles with Spiritual experience of ‘The Bliss that none 
can ever hope to taste.’57 This movement between Kshara Purusha and Akshara 
Purusha through Bhakti Yoga finally culminates in Purushottama Consciousness 
where “The All-Conscious ventured into Ignorance, The All-Blissful bore to be 
insensible.”58 and ‘The dire delight that could shatter (the) mortal flesh.’58a  
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The Publisher’s Note 
  

After the arrival of The Mother and Sri Aurobindo, the Supramental energy 
is active in earth’s atmosphere very close to the material world and this inner aid 
with constant miracle will replace the outer aid of Religion in generalising 
Spirituality in humanity and this personal contact with Supramental Consciousness 
will be initiated from individual prepared Soul Centres. So all can open 
themselves towards the Supramental Love and Oneness and receive its brief touch 
with miraculous result but the flow of this invisible Sunlight can be stabilised in 
the well built subtle and causal body of the prepared individual vessel or after one 
is thoroughly established in the intermediate Psychic and Spiritual plane through 
prolonged Sadhana. Intervention of this Force changes circumstances, brings very 
wide spread results and sooner or later the world will come under its direct 
influence. Thus the world appears to him with a different meaning, not a senseless 
and meaningless whirl in space but a material plastic to Spiritual Law and Divine 
Force can penetrate uninterruptedly into the material world through its conscious 
human vessel. Man’s future is ‘Decreed (to become God) since the beginning of 
the worlds.’100 An Avatara’s mission is fulfilled when the humanity arrives at a 
Consciousness in which He is fully established. 

 
The Mother has entrusted the task that those who will collaborate in Her 

Divine work must have thorough knowledge of Sri Aurobindo who is the 
representative symbol of comprehensive movement of ascending and descending 
Divine Consciousness. For this one must have thorough knowledge of integral 
Karma Yoga, integral Jnana Yoga and integral Bhakti Yoga which are developed 
from a systematic practice of many-fold self-disciplines of traditional Yoga. The 
synthesis of central truth of all exclusive traditional Yoga will lead towards 
integration and the realisation of all-inclusive integral Yoga. Thus a link between 
them has evolved to rightly connect the past Spiritual heritage with the future 
Divine manifestation. This link is meant to bridge the gulf between lower and 
higher mind, to open many closed doors, unseen province, void and silence in 
Consciousness, to create new avenues of ascent of Soul and descent of Shakti, and 
thus the Consciousness ascended and descended to new heights and depths, to 
search new overhead action, wisdom and love that can reconcile the mutually 
antagonist trend of existence. 
 

Six of the outstanding Sadhakas of integral Yoga (later two more have been 
added) have been chosen symbolically to represent their specialised Divine Call 
through these triple Yogas and the objective here is to unravel ‘the rising godhead 
of man in the great Vibhuti,’101 to respect welcome and encourage the special 
Divine manifestation through them, to uncover the central truth that dominated 
their inner and outer Spiritual existence and to learn the lessons of myriad failures 
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an integral Sadhaka may encounter. Out of their integration of Being and Nature, a 
fourth difficult and powerful Self-discipline evolves, known as Yoga of Self-
perfection. This path gives the message that if the Yoga becomes kinetic and the 
highest Consciousness is inverted towards the world then it is possible to unravel 
the ‘knot of Life’s difficulty.’102 All problems of existence are to be accepted and 
resolved either through intervention of higher planes of Consciousness like ‘A 
lightning from the heights that think and act’103 or by countless battles fought by 
the dynamic Divine Shakti in the lower planes of Consciousness like bearing ‘the 
stroke of That which kills (falsehood) and saves (truth)’104 and not to escape from 
them through the lure (1) of  earthly enjoyment, (2) of happier intermediate worlds 
of elite and artist, (3) of solitary heavenly bliss and (4) of a self dissolution and 
self-drowning in the Absolute, an ineffable actionless peace ‘In the Immobile’s 
wide uncaring bliss,’103 param dham, where problems are nonexistent.  

OM TAT SAT 
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Sri Dilip Kumar Roy 
“I have cherished you (Dilip) like a friend and a son and have poured on you my 

force to develop your powers—to make an equal development in Yoga... Your destiny is 
to be a Yogi but an ascetic dryness or isolated loneliness is not your Spiritual destiny 
since it is not consonant with your swabhava which is made for joy, largeness, expansion 
and a comprehensive movement of life-force... Go on in the path of Yoga without doubt... 
Surely you cannot fail!”2  

Sri Aurobindo  

 
Sri Dilip Kumar Roy 
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Introduction: 
 
 The basic difference between the traditional and integral Bhakti Yoga is that 
the latter does not depend on any external means for its fulfilment or ‘few can 
dispense with the support of outward symbols.’80 Indulgence in psycho-physical 
exercise like devotional song, music and oration can later turn into impatience 
because these methods are born out of the impatience of the later Vedantic saints 
and Vaisnava bhakti movement to possess the Divine exclusively as Lover and 
Beloved.12 If the Spiritual energy gained through practice of traditional Bhakti 
Yoga is directed not to lead away from life to Param Dham, Nirvana, but towards 
purification, transformation and perfection of intellect, emotional and volitional 
mind, then that will open unlimited movement of self-concentration and self-
expansion of integral Yoga. The less exclusive integral Yoga can succeed if one 
will seek the Divine equally as the Friend and the Master of Karma Yoga, the 
Teacher of Sankhya and Jnana Yoga, the Lover and the Playmate of Bhakti Yoga, 
the Father of Vedantic Teaching and the Mother of Tantra Yoga. So in integral 
Yoga the higher vital enjoyments of vehement exaltation and emotional 
excitement of traditional Bhakti Yoga is made the subordinate of the Psychic and 
higher Spiritual Ananda of illimitable intensity reconciled with beatific tranquillity 
of eternal peace. 
 

Integral Yoga offers a huge task to the Sadhaka of transforming the 
untransformed Nature extending over many births. For him one life span is only a 
brief opportunity for integration of Soul and Nature and this birth is a continuation 
of the sadhana of the past births where he gradually or swiftly exhausts the desire 
of earthly enjoyments and limitation of traditional Bhakti Yoga. Integral Bhakti 
Yoga can succeed if a Sadhaka dares to be too happy39 upon earth in this brief life 
and if his untransformed Nature dares to suffer too much Light.40  

 
His contact with the world can be rightly linked if he can trace a reconciling 

equation between him and the aspirant collectivity. During Savitri’s outer 
wandering in search of her own Self and before becoming guide of the race, she 
came across a crowded place where devotees were gathered together for Spiritual 
yearning and she felt the impatient longing to ‘hasten like them’27 to save the 
God’s world. But she ‘reined back the high passion in her heart’27 as she knew that 
those who have found their Soul can only save themselves and save others and 
those who have found the desire soul but not the true Self can guide the world41 
but they cannot guide themselves; so she took the firm resolution that she must 
first find her Psychic Being. She also observed that the age long grey restraints of 
earth cannot be broken by the man’s slow impatient evolutionary life which is 
hurried towards a ‘sudden splendid path’28 by the revelation, sermon and profound 
words of ‘human gods.’28 Human words can only shadow the Divine Mother’s 
golden glorious Truth, to human thought ‘she is an unthinkable rapture of light,’99 
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and to mortal speech she is an inexpressible marvel.99 Savitri felt that the most of 
the devotees or ‘tired Spirits’ are ‘tied to body and to mind’55 and approach the 
God with the hope of satisfying their desire or lure of earthly boons and they are  
incapable of bearing the million ‘wounds of Time.’55 She was further informed by 
the Divine that most of the human beings are built on Nature’s early evolutionary 
plan and ‘owe small debt to a superior plane;’89 thus man’s ‘mind is closed 
between two firmaments’29 of seeking truth through (1) sight and sound or images 
and words, and (2) surface and brute out sides or consciousness is projected 
outward, and is unwilling to plunge into the inner depth of Truth. So the Divine 
advised Savitri not to disturb the life of common man and their settled balance of 
created things by intervention of Spiritual energy and leave them to ‘heavy toil 
and slow aeonic steps’89 and all shall be done for them ‘by the long act of Time.’89  

 
From the above study it is felt that few Sadhakas (of integral Yoga) must 

first find their Psychic49 and Spiritual Self and change centre of living from 
surface to within and above and connect the thread of this life to all life; then they 
can choose earth and ‘suffering men’90 as field of their Divine action and trace that 
Love which can embrace all mankind. This is the injunction97 issued to developed 
Soul that while experiencing swift individual Spiritual evolution he will learn the 
lesson to live a life of hard toil patiently and reconcile it with slow evolving 
collectivity and drops all his separative identity by uniting more and more with the 
Divine. Thus the gulf between developed and developing Soul is bridged by 
former becoming the slave of the latter. 
 
The Call of the Second Spiritual Teacher, Sri Dilip Kumar Roy: 

The Synthesis of Yoga book proposes creation of multiple Divine Centres 
throughout the world. They will be different from a religious centre in the sense 
that each centre will function through individual Soul centre having direct contact 
with the Divine. These Soul Centres will have equal contact with the Divine in 
three stages that of Immanent, Universal and Transcendent Divine and will realise 
Their dynamic state which will initially transform their individual Nature and 
finally they will become centre of world transformation. They will be able to 
elevate the Divine Love of Sri Radha and Sri Krishna to the status of Supramental 
intensity. The present incapacity of Devotees, Ashramites and later Vedantic 
integral Sadhakas will be superseded by the ancient Vedantic integral Sadhakas105 
with dynamic Divine Power of Supernature at their disposal. They can maintain 
their effort to transform all difficulties into opportunities, all suffering and 
miseries into intense Delight and life would reveal her immortality through this 
dynamic Divine union. They will aspire to be perfect instruments and emanations 
of the Divine Mother and serve as Leaders of humanity in gathering together the 
race, lokasamgraha,106 and not to function as ‘principal and separate profiteer in 
the world commerce’107 through integral Karma Yoga, as liberated illumined 
Guide, Jnaninam Tattwadarshinah,108 and pioneer of new Consciousness through 
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integral Jnana Yoga, as ‘The sweetness of a love that knows not death,’109 of high 
and complete affirmation of existence, suhrudam sarvabhutanam,110 through 
integral Bhakti Yoga, as Divine transformer of the world, Parambhava,111 through 
integral Yoga of Self-Perfection and as dominative, possessive and caring virgin 
Mother force, Para-prakriti,112 through integral Tantra Yoga as revealed in Savitri. 
Integral Yoga does permit a Sadhaka to become nameless invisible world leader 
and world teacher, not by forming a new sect and new religion but by becoming a 
‘slave of all humanity’113 and by Universalisation and Impersonalisation of his 
Consciousness and his collective fellow brothers of the Sangha will not be less 
than the whole of humanity supported and subordinated by the aspiration of main 
collective stream. His Divine action will be mainly a subjective movement or 
reversal of Consciousness114 by whose effect the humanity will be dragged ahead 
in evolution and earth around will witness wonderful change, magic charm, 
unknown joy, sweetness of the All-Beautiful, forget their strife and live at ease. 
All his capacity and Spiritual perfection must subordinate the sense of Soul’s 
eternal childhood in the lap of the Divine Mother, the sense of slavehood to the 
Divine Master and sense of discipleship to the Divine Teacher. All his effort, 
struggle, achievement and victories are nothing but ‘an infinitesimal grains of 
dust’115 before all Infinity and all Eternity. 

 
The second siddhi, with which integral Yoga also begins its great enduring 

journey, is the discovery of the secret woodland in the lotus of the heart where the 
magic flute of the Eternal Lover is ever heard and the shrine is purified for the 
wide range play of the Jivatma and Paramatma, Shakti and Shiva and Radha and 
Krishna. The fullness of such experience comes when the flute of the Lover is 
echoed in this material world and the subtle worlds beyond. The Psychic training 
is the energising of the Psychic sheath in the heart by opening the Psychic being 
and leading towards the emergence of new faculty of law of consecration, 
awareness of true motive of life, knowledge on past, present and future, limitless 
expansion of Consciousness to arrive at universality. Psychic opening draws one 
towards the immortal life, ever progressive change, unbroken continuity in the 
world of forms, meets the Immanent God dwelling in each form. The true Psychic 
Soul is the flame of the Godhead, always alight within us, inextinguishable even 
by that dense unconsciousness which obscures our outward life. It is the flame 
born out of the luminous Divine inhabitant of the Ignorance, grows in it till it is 
able to turn the being towards the Knowledge of Self and the Divine, towards the 
supreme Truth, the supreme Good, the Divine heights and largeness. Our true Soul 
is a pure power of light, love, joy, beauty, harmony and oneness. It is the 
individual Soul, the Chaitya Purusha, supporting Mind, Life and Body and 
standing behind the subtle mental, vital and physical being, watching and profiting 
by their development in us. This inmost Psychic entity puts forward a Psychic 
personality which is in its essence universal as well as individual; it flowers as the 
saint, the sage and the seer and it changes, grows and develops from life to life; for 
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this is also the traveller from the birth to death and from death to birth and our 
nature is its manifold changing robe. The Psychic being in the heart centre is 
fulfilled when the supreme Mother chooses it as her permanent shrine and thus 
Psychic being is Supramentalised.  
 
The Emergence of integral Teachers and Spiritual Masters: 

“A strict obedience to the wise and intuitive leading of a Guide is also 
normal and necessary for all but a few specially gifted seekers.”1  

Sri Aurobindo  
“He who has crossed the gates of the true Knowledge has nothing more to 

say or to teach.”91 

The Mother 
 
The Gita proposes the man of Knowledge through Karma Yoga to involve 

in lokasamgraham,3 holding together of the race; so in the traditional path a 
liberated Soul can extend his faculties to become great Spiritual Teacher to 
liberate others. Integral Yoga identifies Spirit’s endless unfolding and the task of a 
liberated Soul liberating others is superseded by still greater task of difficult 
adventure of feeling himself ‘stronger in the might of the Spirit than all the forces 
of material life’4 and wrestles with Matter to compel its own luminous and 
puissant transfiguration. Or in integral Yoga if a liberated Soul Sadhaka recoils 
from the difficult task of individual transformation of Nature followed by 
becoming the centre of world transformation, then he enters the easier task of 
extending his own liberated Soul status towards liberating humanity and becomes 
a successful traditional Yogi.   

 
While practicing integral Yoga, Sri Aurobindo had gone through following 

different stages of Self-development; first, He was the instrument of the Divine by 
opening Himself to a part of the Divine Will which witnessed His revolutionary 
activities of most dangerous kind in the pre-independent India; secondly He 
became the God’s slave by entire elimination of His own will after His integral 
Spiritual experience at Alipore Jail; thirdly the slave became the king Child, no 
longer a separate being, instrument and worker but a part and portion of the Divine 
Mother’s eternal Consciousness and Force, which resulted in the physical arrival 
of the (Divine) Mother in 1914, about which He had hinted long back  during His 
revolutionary activities in the hymn offered to Mother Durga, Durga Stotra; 
fourthly He became the Vibhuti, the increasing manifestation of the Divine, the 
Ishwara, a period of intense Sadhana from 1914 to 1926; this is also a period of 
His realisation of dynamic aspect of Brahman, Ishwari, a personality as depicted 
in Savitri, a ‘deep childlike motherhood;’5 fifthly He went beyond the 
Consciousness of Vibhuti, that of the Avatara, the Supreme Himself assuming a 
human name and form enters the Lila of greatest world action, which marks His 
Overmental Siddhi in 1926; lastly the Avatara turned into the Guru in order to 
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hold together the race. Sri Aurobindo was against6 the customary trend of guruvad, 
guruhood, during His early Spiritual life in Pondicherry, because of the monopoly, 
limitation and oppression of traditional Guru (which we mark in the relation of 
Guru Dronacharya and disciple Ekalabya in the Mahabharata) and professional 
trade of contemporary Teacher and man has the capacity to develop direct contact 
with the Divine without the aid of any intermediary means. He later became the 
Guru after the Avatara force became active in His body in 1926 and it was 
decreed by the Divine Will. From His life and action it is understood that an 
Avatara takes human birth and His human consciousness evolves swiftly into 
Divine Consciousness and thus He is recognised as ascending Divine Incarnation. 
Similarly from the Mother’s early life and action it is understood that She was 
born with Divine54 (Supramental) Consciousness in a human body and Her Divine 
action need not wait for Soul evolution and thus She is recognised as descending 
Divine Incarnation. A relation between Them exists where the Ishwari is born 
from Ishwara or the dynamic Divine Union is the outcome of the prolongation of 
the static Divine Union.       

 
From the above sequence of events in the life of Sri Aurobindo it is clear 

that if one wants to become a Sadhaka of integral Yoga and intends to arrive at the 
end of its goal, he must be aware of four disadvantages of becoming an 
instrumental Guide from the initial phase of sadhana because; (1) firstly, ‘the ego 
in him likes to become a guru’7 and if he will be conscious of annulling this ego 
then his capacity to receive Knowledge from above and within will be more than 
the capacity to give wisdom to the surrounding; and if the latter faculty is more 
predominant than the former then a false personality will develop;  (2) secondly, 
integral Yoga proposes a Sadhaka of pursuing the easier task of becoming slave8 
or absolute obedience to some intermediate human consciousness before the 
difficult task of becoming the instrument and slave of the highest Spirit and tread 
endless vistas of Consciousness in a brief period of human life. After becoming 
slave of the Divine or Spirit a developed Soul will become fit to serve humanity 
by becoming its slave and his Consciousness must be Psychicised, Universalised 
and Impersonalised to experience ‘if thou canst not be the slave of all mankind, 
thou art not fit to be its master’9 and he does not arrogate the emergence of his 
many fold personality in a ‘humanly and vain self-exalting spirit.’10 To serve, 
foster and guard the world like instrumental action of Sunlight is possible only 
from a Supramental plane. (3) Thirdly, the call of the liberation of the Soul 
followed by reconciliation of Spirit with Matter or transformation of Nature must 
be more predominant than all other call of helping people through philanthropy, 
oration, prolific writing, healing, prophesy, instructing/guiding others, making 
Spiritual Laws. He will be always aware of his primary and secondary Divine Call 
and finally all of them must be used to move Consciousness in ascending and 
descending order. (4) Lastly if people behind him in consciousness would gather 
round him to form a new sect or a sub-sect and they would build a cloud on his 
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path leading to separative identity and even would drag him down towards 
Spiritual fall and ruin and loss of life; then he would not only lose the opportunity 
of becoming one with the aspiration of the main collective stream and the 
company of those brother Souls who are ahead of him in Consciousness but would 
lose the opportunity of entry into the last bare ascent of the Soul and the last 
supreme descent of Divine Consciousness to nether Inconscient world and the task 
of transforming life. He will have to be satisfied with some intermediate partial 
Divine realisation and serve the world and humanity from some intermediate 
Truth above. Integral Yoga will succeed if instead of limiting his consciousness 
within a sect, community and long mental human association, he will enlarge his 
Consciousness to include more and more living Souls and even cover the whole of 
humanity.  

 
The Divine is at once the Creator Father, Creatrix Mother, all attraction of 

the Lover, hidden Master of all works, evolving as child God, the inner Guide and 
Friend of all creatures. These increasing seven-fold personal contact81 with the 
Divine and becoming of one of the above seven-fold personalities is the priority of 
exclusive concentration and traditional schools of Yoga. All the above seven fold 
personality can be developed by unfolding of essential, multiple and integral 
Concentration and repeat itself in numberless conscious evolving brother Souls. 
To recoil from the development of this integral seven-fold Personality of the 
Divine, draws a liberated Soul Sadhaka towards the lure of becoming exclusive 
instrumental Teacher or exclusive leader of a group, which seems to be the 
violation and breach of his integral faith. Integral Yoga convicts the tendency of 
mind to become exclusive Teacher or any clinging to the above exclusive Divine 
Personalities as insufficiency and limits the inflow of other relations with the 
Divine. Again these integration of self-expansive seven-fold personality of integral 
Yoga must be subordinate of seven-fold indispensable self-concentration that of 
follower, seeker of truth, disciple, servant, slave, instrument and child of Their 
limitless Divine Consciousness. If this balance is reversed then that is ‘the first 
cause, the essential cause of all the disorder in the universe.’94 

 
If an integral Sadhaka has evolved from an ascetic background, then the 

tendency to become a psycho-physical/Religious Teacher will become strong. And 
psycho-physical Teachers have the power to draw large number of devotees, 
because the methods proposed by them are simple external aids and ordinary 
people are able to follow it. In India asceticism and impatience go together, 
because asceticism has deviated from the ancient Vedantic method, which treated 
earth and heaven, life and God equally. If an integral Sadhaka has evolved from 
materialist background, then the tendency to become the Spiritual Teacher will 
become strong, he can serve humanity through direct inner contact, through the 
concentration, expansion and illumination of his subtle body. Materialism and 
ambition go side by side and it is difficult for a mind evolved man to get rid of 
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mental ambition in its gross and subtle form. If an integral Sadhaka with strong 
materialist foundation turns into psycho-physical Teacher, then he can exercise 
benefit on humanity, but his own development will be seriously impaired by 
ascetic impatience and materialist ambition. If an integral Sadhaka with ascetic 
background turns into Spiritual Teacher, then no limit can be fixed to his own 
growth and collective benefit and for him instruction and example will subordinate 
his Spiritual Influence. And in Supramental Consciousness, the act of power is 
inseparable from the act of knowledge and from movement of self-existence so it 
‘does not so much guide or govern the development of cosmic life’11 and as a 
result in this Consciousness the direct external help of psycho-physical Teacher 
and direct inner help of the Spiritual Teacher are superseded directly by the 
transcendent Divine, who is All.  

 
Sri Aurobindo in a letter to His brother, Barin, observed, “What we want in 

the temple of India is not Hanuman, but the God, the Avatara, Rama himself.”23 In 
integral Yoga, importance is given to establish direct contact with the impersonal 
Divine through activation of Spirit in Mind which is subordinated by help from 
any intermediary who has direct Divine relation. This direct Divine working 
effects a transformation of the whole nature which is the indispensable condition 
of our real and total perfection. Before arriving at this direct, Pratyakhya contact 
with the impersonal Divine, Sri Aurobindo proposes that one can adore personal 
God of slow religious movement or ‘the worship of god, the worship of idol, the 
human magnets or ideal are not to be despised; for these are steps through which 
the human race moves towards that blissful passion and ecstasy of the Infinite…’24 

It is time again to install the Divine in our heart’s temple as primary Source, while 
His realised disciples will continue to remain as secondary Source of inspiration, 
illumination and strength. Or to pursue (1) the One, Impersonal and Immutable 
Divine is the first phase of Sadhana and after establishing or concurrently (2) one 
can pursue higher Sadhana of realising Divine in His myriad manifestation and (3) 
to reconcile the One and the Many is the great and difficult task of an integral 
Yogi. 

 
So in integral Yoga the dispensable status of Guru becomes indispensable 

for the learners till the indispensable inner guidance of Psychic, Spiritual and 
Supramental being are established. Or in integral Yoga the Guru is a Spiritual 
Influence and His physical Presence or the extraneous support is indispensable for 
the beginners and dispensable for the developed Souls who are deeply linked with 
Him through His ‘psycho-spiritual’13 Presence. His indispensability is justified to 
serve triple purpose of helping the disciples to bring into contact with the multiple 
Selves which are veiled by the pressure of surface nature, to fill up the gaps and 
voids in the hierarchies of consciousness and to meet the danger on the path. A 
Guru’s significance multiplies infinitely if his disciples enter Spiritual realisation. 
Sri Aurobindo gave us this hope, “I am absolutely certain that through me God 
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will give to others the siddhi of the Supermind with less effort.”20 Those disciples 
who are rightly related and take the advantage of His (Their) external Avatarhood 
are decreed to arrive at Psychic, Spiritual and Supramental Consciousness.  

 
Sri Aurobindo’s first and primary objective is accomplished if surface 

personalities of few Sadhakas or ‘one hundred perfect instruments’60 reveal and 
establish the concealed Supramental Mahashakti and the secondary objective is 
with their help expedite the process of generalisation of Spirituality and revelation 
of Godhead in humanity. A Sadhaka is more an instrument of Truth, a radiator of 
Light, Love, Delight, Peace and Silence to possess the world and less an instructor 
and exemplar. 

 
A relation between seeker of truth, traditional Yogi and integral Yogi is 

hinted in the Gita. “A seeker of truth, jijnasu, after many births of preparation, 
purifications of impurity and sin, endeavouring with sincerity becomes a 
traditional Yogi and attains the highest goal of liberation of Soul or a Soul who fell 
from Yoga, yogabhrasta, from the past birth, in this birth strives with sincerity to 
overcome the samskara of many births in brief period of this life and attains the 
highest goal... After many births of preparation, a traditional Yogi, Jnani, attains 
My Purushottama or Supramental state of Consciousness. Before realisation of 
this highest Consciousness, he also realises the intermediate stair that all this 
existence is Divine, the Cosmic Consciousness, Vasudeva sarvamiti. Such great 
Soul with realisation of Vasudeva sarvamiti or integral Yogi is very rare, 
samahatma sudurlava.” 83 

 
Integral Yoga gives more importance to the emergence of Spiritual 

Instruments25 and traditional Yoga/Religion to the emergence of psycho-
physical/religious Teachers26 with their methods like Spiritual discourse and 
insistence on other external means for growth of inner being. Or, “All religions 
and disciplines in India which use largely the psycho-physical method, depend 
more or less upon it for their practices.”61 If the psycho-physical Teacher is a 
traditional Hatha Yogi or traditional Bhakti Yogi, then he is able to direct the 
Spiritual energy exclusively for the self-expansion and draws large number of 
devotees and becomes a prominent leader of religious movement. The 
manifestation of some intermediate truth through traditional Yoga/Religion can 
draw large devotees and manifestation of highest and comprehensive truth through 
integral Yoga can draw few strong Souls. Traditional Yoga gives more importance 
to self-expansion and a traditional Teacher is weighed by number of disciples and 
devotees surrounded him. Integral Yoga gives more importance to Subconscient 
transformation through self-concentration and a Sadhaka of integral Yoga is 
weighed by his enhanced capacity to bear earth’s suffering and miseries and later 
transforming them into ecstasies. The Spiritual Teachers or perfect Instruments of 
integral Yoga with universalised Consciousness will preoccupy themselves in the 
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benefit of individual and humanity through concentration and illumination of their 
own subtle and causal body. They are nameless Spiritual leaders of humanity and 
their invisible world action through descent of Divine Force or reversal of 
Consciousness to resolve all problems of existence, are of far greater value than 
any religious movement can imagine. 

 
The Mother observed in a letter to the disciple in 1939, “I do not see 

anybody in the world more qualified than Sri Aurobindo to lead you to the feet of 
the Mahashakti.”52 The Mother and Sri Aurobindo’s direct help is available to 
them, those whose Subliminal and Superconscient sheaths are well built. They are 
the primary Source and realised integral Spiritual Teachers are the secondary 
Source and in practice if both the aids are combined then it will be an exceptional 
privilege for a twice born Soul, dvija. The Principal Shastra of integral Yoga has 
issued injunction to a Sadhaka, that it is ‘an exceedingly good fortune’59 for him to 
meet a secondary Source ‘who has realised or is becoming That which he 
(Sadhaka) seeks for and can by opening to it in this vessel of its manifestation 
himself realise it.’59 An ideal secondary Source helps Spiritually to strengthen the 
Sadhaka’s contact with the primary Source, who depending on his opening dwell 
within in the Psychic heart Centre or Spiritual or Supramental Centre above the 
head.    

   
So a secondary Source’s self-expansive Divine action is primarily 

reproduction of multiple liberated twice born Souls as ‘the animal reproduces 
itself in similar bodies’95 and secondarily development of indispensable seven-fold 
personality through interference of Psychic and Supramental Love and 
development of indispensable four-fold93 impersonal Personality through 
interference of Spiritual Love which will bring completeness and fulfilment of his 
faculty of brotherhood. Thus he is able to radiate his Spiritual influence, light and 
order ‘not only on his own natural being’92 but also ‘on the world he lives in.’92 
The third priority of self-expansion is ‘Perfect power of expression’96 and ‘the 
power of making oneself understood perfectly by all’96 either through writing or 
through oration or through Music and songs or other external aid or psycho-
physical means used in traditional Yoga. Lastly, before becoming an integral 
Teacher or Jagat Guru, an integral Yogi must be a conscious slave of the Spirit, 
followed by becoming a conscious slave of all humanity and does good of all 
creature by movement of ascending and descending universalised Consciousness.  

 
The Music and integral Yoga: 
 “The role of music lies in helping the consciousness to uplift itself towards 
the spiritual heights...All that lowers the consciousness, encourages desires and 
excites the passions runs counter to the true goal of music and ought to be 
avoided... It is not a question of designation but of inspiration...and the spiritual 
consciousness alone can judge there.”85 
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The Mother  
His (Sri D.K. Roy) inner being was a ‘Yogi, capable of Samadhi, ecstasy, 

intensest Bhakti, fully aware of Yoga and Yogic Consciousness’2 and surface 
nature was ‘made for joy, largeness, expansion and a comprehensive movement of 
life-force.’2 We learn from him  that a Krishna hunter or a realised traditional 
Bhakti Yogi can be the Mother possessed through Sri Aurobindo’s love, which he 
tried through many decades, by purifying the surface physical sheath, which is the 
most difficult part for univesalisation and to collaborate in transformation action. 
The untrained surface mind, life and body of the most of the human beings are 
rigid, unplastic and unprogressive and their purity and capacity to hold the Divine 
force can be enlarged by the intervention of overhead energy and by the aid of 
severely trained aesthetic mind. We also learn that one can nurture considerable 
plasticity in the surface nature of illumined sattwic rigidity by entering dynamic 
union of Divine Shakti.   

 
Songs and music are special gifts of God for chosen Souls who can 

transcend the mortal voice. Through them immortal rhythm is heard and if the 
words, lyrics and sounds have descended from Supramental plane then their effect 
will glow through centuries. He was a great Sadhaka and Master of Indian 
classical song. His Soul was more prepared for exclusive and one sided pursuit of 
Divine through sadhana of songs and music than difficult process of integration of 
Will, Knowledge and Love through all-inclusive and multiple Divine pursuit of 
integral Yoga and the Spiritual energy gained through partial Divine union was 
utilised more for outward movement of self-expansion than inward movement of 
self-concentration. Through his life and action he emerged as the most successful 
traditional Bhakti Yogi and prepared a strong Spiritual base which is indispensable 
to pursue integral Yoga in the successive births. We get the message through him 
that Self-development through separtive identity has to be exhausted before entry 
into the experience of inseparable Divine identity and integral Divine union. 

 
The highest and greatest personal Divine relation of Bhakti movement is 

identified not the ‘closer and more intimate... relation of the Mother and the 
child’21 but it is the self-existent and motiveless passion of the oneness of the 
Lover and the Beloved. So a Bhakta does not seek heaven or liberation from birth 
or any other motive but only that his love may arrive at the greatest intensity, 
highest Soul state and the demand for mutual possession becomes absolute. Only 
in the Divine his love finds its real and utter satisfaction of oneness and all the 
essential human instincts are raised, purified, satisfied, transformed and divinised.  

 
Many devotees received The Mother and Sri Aurobindo’s Divine Presence, 

Touch and heard Their Call or ‘the flutings of the Infinite’86 but few82 Ashramites 
were able to respond and payed attention to Their Divine call of ‘Fluting to 
rapture’87 adequately; fewer Sadhakas and Children were able to hold that Call or 
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‘High-fluting... happy voice’88 and Presence till their last breath. Fewest integral 
Yogis call down Their Divine Love ‘to heal all strife.84 
 

Integral Yoga proposes that songs and music can be utilised as a climber of 
ascending consciousness ‘on the invisible stair of sound,’98 and it will not limit 
itself with ‘few striving steps’ of transient strings but changes ‘its ever new 
uncounted (heavenly) notes in a passion of unforeseeing discovery.’98 It keeps all 
the ‘unforgotten ecstasies’98 born out of practice of music as ‘growing 
(memorable) treasure in the mystic heart.’98  
 
A thorough Knowledge on integral Bhakti Yoga: 

“But worship is only the first step on the path of devotion. Where external 
worship changes into (second step) the inner adoration, real Bhakti begins; (third 
step) that deepens into the intensity of divine love; (fourth step) that love leads to 
the joy of closeness passes into the bliss of union. Love too as well as knowledge 
brings us to (fifth step) a highest oneness and (sixth step) it gives to that oneness 
its greatest possible depth and intensity.”18  

Sri Aurobindo 
 
The inferior Souls, those who are considered unfit to pursue any Yoga can 

turn their emotional mind towards the Divine through Bhakti and through sincere 
and one pointed devotion50 they quickly attain the Divine.48 A pure traditional 
Bhakti Yogi tends to look down on the sawdust dry truths of reason and abstract 
delight of knowledge and looks down on the way of works as inferior, outward, 
distracting to his own loftier rapturous Spiritual achievement. In integral Yoga, 
Knowledge on the Divine gives security and completeness to Bhakti and a 
devotee’s love fulfilled in knowledge accepts the world as the body of the Beloved 
and a field of action of the Divine Master. So Divine Love is not inconsistent with 
work and knowledge but rather throws itself with perfect joy into Divine work and 
leads to perfection of integral Knowledge.  

 
The Gita hints the attributes of an Avatara and these are again vividly 

explained and developed in Savitri as dual Avatara. The largest benefit from the 
earthly Incarnation of dual Avataras are identified as transformation and 
Divinisation of surface Nature and it can be gained by accepting Them in totality 
extending over multiple subtle bodies and serving Them in this life and all life. 
Their earthly Incarnations are not the outcome of ordinary play of apara Prakriti 
but a Divine descent of Para-Prakriti into human mould and Their conscious entry 
into apara-Prakriti do not tarnish the purity of Their Divine identity. They are 
born with a Consciousness to which an ordinary human birth toils and strives 
through centuries to attain. They are born free without desire116 in Their frontal 
Nature whereas a seeker of Truth controls, struggles and fights throughout his life 
in order to overcome desire, ego and separative identity. Avataras’ Divine Birth, 
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Work, Play and the Divine Departure from earthly body call down the largest 
possible Divine Force for earth and men.  

 
True Disciples are they, who remain concentrated near the Guru, when the 

Guru leaves His body; true Children are they who keep their Supramentalised 
Psychic contact intact with the Mother and the Master during the critical hour of 
Their physical departure, though they live little far from Them; true Sadhakas 
remain concentrated in their sadhana and ready to receive a part of Their 
accumulated Spiritual Force, Silence and Siddhi; true Ashramites remain 
concentrated in their work and true Devotees offer their prayer and faith on Them 
during the critical hour. Our devotion, faith and sincerity are subject to test37 
during the critical hour about which we must be always aware; the sign of true 
living is not to shrink during the hour of difficulties and the accumulated Spiritual 
Force must be directed towards intense union with dynamic Divine to reverse and 
harmonise the course of world event; integral Yoga proposes to resolve all 
discords of life by ‘possession of the (dynamic) Divine only.’14  

 
The God lover is a Divine worker because the Divine Will behind every 

work is an outflowing of Godhead in Delight of Power and Force. The God Lover 
is also a God knower because by knowledge of the individual, universal and 
transcendent Divine comes the whole delight of Being. The God-lover is also a 
seeker of Yoga of Self-perfection because integral perfection is the Nature of the 
Divine and he will experience Divine in all limiting appearances of existence and 
will have no sorrow over their imperfection.  An integral Bhakti Yogi will 
universalise and include all other Deities to realise the One, synthesize the 
Personal and Impersonal aspect of the Divine, surrender of the whole Being and 
Nature to the Divine and this Bhakti is considered as ‘the crown of Works and 
flowering of Knowledge.’17 By Work we seek the unity with the Divine in our 
Consciousness or Divine Will; by Knowledge we seek the unity with the Divine in 
our conscious Being and by Love we seek the unity with the Divine in all the 
Delight of our being. So bhakti, however narrow it may be in its first step will in 
the end all-embracing, all-absorbing and all-inclusive. Work and Knowledge are 
not imperative for integral Divine realisation but ‘when delight intervenes then the 
motive of integral union becomes quite imperative.’22  

 
The faith on the Divine has to be nurtured gradually through ever 

deepening and heightening Spiritual experiences by exclusion of all mental 
construction and externalities of life; attachment to the Divine’s physical form or 
extraneous support of the Guru can be unsafe and inadequate if it is not 
sufficiently suffused by attachment and access to His Subtle and Superconscient 
form. When the Guru leaves His physical body, this supra-physical relation with 
His Impersonal aspect helps Disciple to stand and survive on a firm base. In order 
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to avoid any Spiritual fall and distraction, a disciple must be Spiritually 
established before the Guru’s physical departure of body. 

 
The personal relation with the external Avatara is the swiftest, greatest and 

largest way of uniting with the Divine for the developed Souls. The Gita has 
identified the personal relation with the embodied Avatara can be utilised as 
means of becoming the greatest Yogi.47 The memory of long personal relation 
with the embodied Divine may later turn into aggrandised ego or ‘spiritual pride’19 
which is identified in Savitri as the ‘last and greatest sin’19 of an integral Yogi; so 
the safe rule here is that extraneous Presence and personal relation with the 
embodied Divine must always be supported and strengthened by contact with His 
(Their) impersonal and Universal aspect and these two opposite relations are 
perfectly reconciled in the Supramental plane. 

  
The Mother and Sri Aurobindo represent dual Avatara. As single 

descending Avatara,53 the former can lift man’s Soul to Sachchidananda height 
and as single ascending Avatara,53 the latter can call down Sachchidananda 
Consciousness to earth and men. As dual incarnation, They multiply the Soul force 
to intensify the double movement of ascent and descent of Consciousness. So to 
relate with the One to the exclusion of the other can lead to success in traditional 
Yoga where Vedantists and Tantrics realise exclusive Ishwara and exclusive 
Shakti respectively. To accept Them equally, to reconcile and hold Them together 
in one’s heart will lead to success of integral Bhakti Yoga. For this holding 
together of static and dynamic Brahman, after established in static Divine union, a 
Sadhaka has to enter extensive Prakriti Yajna, sacrifice of Nature in addition to 
triple Purusha Yajna, sacrifice of Soul of triple Yoga. For this reason he can 
maintain ceaseless practice of Japa Yajna as a part of extension of Prakriti Yajna. 

 
 Now it is felt necessary that Devotees, Ashramites and Sadhakas should 
develop sufficient inner subtle physical contact with the Personal, Impersonal and 
Supramental form of the embodied Divine in order to overcome their seemingly 
orphan status after physical departure of The Mother and Sri Aurobindo, failing 
which one will be deprived not only from the loving inner and external care, 
nourishment and support extended through Mother Nature but also overhead 
Spiritual help. After Sri Aurobindo’s physical departure of earthly body, few 
Sadhakas, those who were deeply linked with His personal form but not 
sufficiently linked with His Impersonal and Transcendent form and not linked 
sufficiently with the Mother’s dynamic Divinity, suffered themselves from orphan 
deficiency which later transformed into revolt36 and final exit from the Ashram 
living. So this exit is accepted as a temporary sojourn and period of development 
through separative identity, directed to experience some exclusive objective in 
isolation necessary for his continuation of all-retaining integral Yoga of all life. So 
as a remedy the students of integral Yoga and integral Education are to be made 
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aware of the Divine as all-inclusive instead of exclusive from the very beginning 
of their Sadhana and educational life. The exclusive tendency of the surface mind 
to enter personal relation with the embodied Mother has to be extended equally 
towards relation with Her Impersonal, Universal and Transcendent aspect. The all 
inclusive Mother dwells in everybody’s heart as immanent Mother and is also 
pervading everything and every being as universal Mother and She is also the 
transcendent Mother, the source and becoming of all this existence. 
 
 So, first the embodied Mother has to be approached with heart’s 
submission, mind’s understanding, life’s obedience, Soul’s veneration and to 
consider Her as mere ‘human being’51 is a sin, disrespect and offence against Her 
immaculate Divinity. Secondly, one has to realise the Mother’s Universal and 
Transcendent aspect without which human limitation of narrow and petty nature 
cannot be exceeded. Through this inner adoration of Divine’s Motherhood one 
receives all Her sweetness and draws near to the closest truth of oneness with Her 
Being. Thirdly, the relation with this Universal and Transcendent Mother is to be 
strengthened by the liberated Spirit which is to the normal man overwhelming, 
appalling and incommunicable. The developed Soul will call down Her mighty 
and fortifying Divine Presence, Divine Love, Divine Power and Divine Wisdom 
and this exercise must repeat till he is established in highest Divine Nature.   
 

A thorough knowledge on integral Bhakti Yoga is practicable primarily by 
having thorough knowledge on traditional Bhakti Yoga, finding its limitation and 
transcending it and secondarily by discovering new avenues leading to the 
fulfilment of integral Yoga. “Whatever new status he (a Sadhaka) may acquire, 
will only satisfy him if it is founded upon and includes that which he has already 
found to be indispensable to real self-knowledge, self-delight and self-
possession.”15  

 
A fully evolved Soul lives one with all beings; first, the limitation of his 

human love is rejected and those portions which are unwilling to change are 
destroyed. Then this human love is sublimated and purified by adoration, self-
giving and consecration of human emotion; then afterward he experiences all the 
essential human instincts divinised, raised to motiveless and transformative Divine 
love which ‘is free of attachment and of the need to please the object loved;’30 he 
will consider all suffering, misery, grief and physical pain as gifts of the Divine 
and turns them to delight of Oneness, miraculous positive transformation and 
lastly he arrives at the summit Consciousness where sweetness of things, beauty 
and splendours of life are ineffable, eternal and unalloyed. The all Bliss born out 
of this all-inclusive Divine life transcends three exclusive enjoyments that (1) of 
earthly enjoyment of egoistic existence, (2) of individual happiness in the heavens 
beyond and (3) of self-absorbed bliss in the impersonal infinity. Here in this all-
inclusive active Bliss consciousness, the void of passive peace and stillness are 
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transcended and ‘there will be banished forever the sorrow and fear, the 
hunger and pain of our poor and darkened mental and vital and physical 
existence.’16  

 
The highest Spiritual experience of integral Bhakti Yoga was revealed to 

King Aswapati. These experiences will lead one to the Primary Source of 
existence where the King witnessed in vision the dual incarnation of Godhead in 
multiple planes:  
“There he beheld in their mighty union’s poise (dual Avatara’s Divine union.) 
The figure of deathless Two-in-One, (symbol of Supramental Oneness) 
A single being in two bodies clasped, (symbol of Spiritual Oneness) 
A diarchy of two united souls, (symbol of Psychic Oneness) 
Seated absorbed in deep creative joy; (symbol of Bliss Oneness) 
Their trance of bliss sustained the mobile world.”75 (symbol of dual Avatara’s new 
creation and holding together the race.) 

 
Through this Spiritual experience King Aswapati ascended from the status 

of Vibhuti to the Consciousness of the dual Avatara, of co-existence and activation 
of Psychic, Spiritual, Supramental and Bliss Self. Savitri book further hints34 that 
through integral Bhakti, those who are able to realise the Divine as Dual Avatara 
in the heart centre are fit to hold the Supramental consciousness permanently.  
 
Recapitulation: 

“If the spirit could from the first dwell securely in the superior heights and 
deal with a blank and virgin stuff of mind and matter, a complete spiritual 
transformation might be rapid, even facile...”38 

Sri Aurobindo 
 
Existing social setup in India is a continuation of old Aryan Vedic culture 

which has identified Vedic Rishis as nitya Vairagi and nitya Brahmachari. This 
present setup does not recognise physical purity of a woman (or man) as a crucial 
condition of higher Spiritual pursuit and preservation of this ‘most absolute 
purity’32 for future Divine life of humanity is still alive in India’s ‘secret schools 
and ascetic retreats.’33 The Gita was fully aware of above social indifference, and 
the Lord proposes women, striyah,43 in general as lower human stuff and they too 
can attain the Divine if they can consecrate their emotional mind and intellect. 
Thus it highlights the importance of mental virginity. Integral Yoga is not content 
with this exclusive mental purity and its world vision and Divine Life insists 
comprehensive virginity extending over multiple subtle bodies. In Spiritual life 
women in general are symbol of tamaso-rajasic Consciousness and if objective of 
evolution is to elevate their status from ‘soul slaying power’45 to ‘soul saving 
virgin power’46 then humanity has to open itself more and more towards 
Supramental energy which is active in earth’s atmosphere since 29.02.1956.31 This 
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Supramental energy can possess the individual or collective mass of aspirant 
Souls, change the whole chemistry of human appetite towards procreation and 
cells of the body are preoccupied in purifying and holding the Divine energy only. 
The women of all types, inferior and superior, are now identified and adored42 as 
Mother Force in India’s ascetic schools of thought and this trend is to be 
generalised in the whole of humanity as ‘selfless fosterer.’ This universalisation 
and equal adoration of Divine in all is forcefully foreseen in the book Essays on 
the Gita.44 Now it is time for humanity to choose either the slavery of old and 
obsolete human consciousness or the advent of new virgin energy of Truth 
Consciousness which touches everybody, possesses and embraces few perfect 
vessels and yet remains pure and untouched eternally. This is the renaissance of 
the Veda and establishment of its doctrine of nitya Vairagya, renunciation of all, 
and nitya Brahmacharya, integral self-concentration, through activation of 
Vijnanamaya Purusha, the Supramental Consciousness.  

 
The Gita symbolically categorised three types of women, (1) one that of 

inferior earth bound consciousness and negative energy who lead (sense) 
enjoyable life and are placed among the status of man of evil conduct, duracharo, 
outcast, byapasrityah, born from the womb of sin, papajonayah, money possessed 
person, Vaisya and man dominated in his life by subjection of lower nature, 
Shudra;43 (2) the second type of women are superior human beings, Vibhuti, 
identified as Kirti, symbol of glory, Sree, symbol of beauty, Vak or Vani, symbol 
of speech, Smriti, symbol of sweet Psychic memory, Medha, symbol of purified 
intelligence, Dhriti, symbol of steadfastness and Kshama, symbol of compassion 
and forgiveness.62 It also hints (3) third type of feminine Divine Incarnation, 
Avatara, identified as Para-prakriti,76 symbol of  virgin Mother and Para-Maya or 
Daivi-Maya,77 as symbol of Creatrix Mother.  

 
These three symbols of feminine personalities are restated in integral Yoga 

as (1) inferior Soul slaying ‘Mother of Evils,’65 ‘harlot (mother) Power,’63 and 
‘barren mother,’64 representing ‘dark Mother’35 of negative Inconscient energy 
extending their influence on Physical, Vital and Mental planes respectively of 
apara Prakriti; the untransformed tamasic, rajasic and sattwic energies of 
Subconscient plane are represented as ‘Mother of seven-sorrows,’66 ‘Mother of 
(limited) might’78 and ‘Mother of (limited) light’79 respectively and they wait for 
their Divine transformation to become ‘the Mother of seven Ananda,’ ‘the Mother 
of unlimited supreme Power’ and ‘the Mother of unlimited supreme Light’ 
respectively; and  (2) as superior Soul saving Emanations, Vibhuti, are identified 
as ‘virgin bridals of the dawn,’73 symbol of utter purity and the ‘citizens of that 
mother state,’74 symbol of selfless fosterer and (3) the greatest Soul saving  
Incarnation, Avatara, is identified as Savitri, symbolising ‘virgin Mother,’67 
‘sunlight moulded like a golden maid,’68 ‘high-bred maiden,’69 ‘golden bride,’70 
‘the eternal bride,’71 ‘golden virgin,’72 of Para Prakriti. These three personalities 
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are the symbolic representation of human and Divine Love respectively and a 
seeker of truth has to go through series of experiences of rejection of inferior 
enjoyments and destruction or break into pieces of all gross and crude inadequate 
human love before its transformation into Divine Love. It is by flooding of Divine 
Love the world can be rescued from Ignorance and transformed into a figure of 
Truth and Light of the Spirit. 
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Me and adore My manifest form, Saguna Brahman, emotional mind settled in Me 
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and possessed of supreme faith of Bhakti Yoga, I consider them to be the greatest 
Yogi. And those Jnana Yogis, who seek after the Immutable, the Infinite, the 
Unmanifest, Nirguna Brahman, the Omnipresent, the Unthinkable, the high-seated 
Self, the Immobile, the Permanent, all their senses under control, equal visioned 
everywhere, intent on welfare of all beings, they also attain to My Purushottama 
state.” The Gita-12.2, 3, 4, “Discipleship to God the Teacher, sonship to God the 
Father, tenderness of God the Mother, clasp of the hand of the divine Friend, 
laughter and sport with our comrade and boy-Play-fellow, blissful servitude to 
God the Master, rapturous love of our divine Paramour, these are seven beatitudes 
of life in the human body. Canst thou unite all these in a single supreme and 
rainbow-hued relation? Then hast thou no need of any heaven and thou exceedest 
the emancipation of the Adwaitin.” SABCL/17/The Hour of God-137. (Above 
Aphorism indicates that seven-fold personal relation with the Divine in 
Supramental plane is more valuable than the realisation of impersonal Divine in 
Spiritual plane of the Adwaitin.), 
48: The Gita-9.29 to 34, 
49: “His bliss laughs to us or it calls concealed 
Like a far-heard unseen entrancing flute 
From moonlit branches in the throbbing woods, 
Tempting our angry search and passionate pain. 
Disguised the Lover seeks and draws our souls.”  Savitri-614 (Here the immanent 
God who lives within Savitri’s heart is identified as Satyavan.) (A Sadhaka has to 
first discover immanent God in the Psychic heart centre, here symbolized as 
Satyavan, then to discover the immanent Goddess symbolized as Savitri. They are 
the twin souls born from one undying fire. They are the twin Souls from the 
beginning of the creation.) 
50: The Gita-7.17, 
51: “Deluded minds despise Me lodged in the human body because they know not 
My supreme Nature of being, Lord of all the existences.” The Gita-9.11, 
52: The Mother’s Centenary Works/16/207, 
53: “I know that I (Savitri) can lift man’s soul to God,  
         I know that he (Satyavan) can bring the Immortal down.” Savitri-687, 
54: “When I was five years old...well I began with a consciousness. Of course I 
had no idea what it was. But my first experience was of the consciousness here 
(gesture above the head), which I felt like a Light and a Force; and I felt it there at 
the age of five. It was very pleasant sensation. I would sit in a little armchair made 
especially for me, all alone in my room, and I had a very pleasant feeling of 
something very strong, very luminous, and it was here (above the head).... Then I 
would pull it down, for it was...it was truly my raison d’être.” The 
Mother/Conversation with a disciple, July 25, 1962,  
55: Savitri-647, 
56: Savitri-603, 
57: Savitri-548, Savitri-548, 
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58: Savitri-67, 
58a: Savitri-237, 
59: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-130, 
60: “I do not want hundreds of thousands of disciples. It will be enough if I can get 
a hundred complete men, purified of petty egoism, who will be the instruments of 
God.” Sri Aurobindo/Champaklal Speaks-191-192, “That is exactly what Sri 
Aurobindo wanted and attempted; he used to say, “If I can find a hundred people, 
it will be enough for my purpose.”” The Mother/The Mother’s Agenda-5/195, 
61: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-538, 
62: The Gtia-10.34, 
63: “Or lie with the harlot (Mother) Power that slays the soul.” Savitri-185,  
64: “Or else Mind might be the matrix in which some original Illusion or 
Ignorance, Maya or Avidya, cast the seed of a false impermanent universe; Mind 
would still be the mother, — a “barren mother” since the child would be unreal, 
— and Maya or Avidya could be looked at as a sort of grandmother of the 
universe; for Mind itself would be a production or reproduction of Maya.” CWSA-
21/The Life Divine-512,  
65: “He saw a Shape (Mother of evil) illimitable and vague  
      Sitting on Death who swallows all things born.” Savitri-222, 
66: “The Mother of seven sorrows bore 
         The seven stabs the pierced her bleeding heart:” Savitri-503, 
      “Madonna of suffering, Mother of grief divine,” Savitri-507, 
67: “But above, on a plane within us but now superconscient to us, called heaven 
by the ancient mystics, the Lord and the Jiva stand together revealed as of one 
essence of being, the Father and the Son of certain symbolisms, the Divine Being 
and the divine Man who comes forth from Him born of the higher divine Nature, 
the virgin Mother, para prakriti, para maya, into the lower or human nature.” 
CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-162, 
68: Savitri-400, 
69: Savitri-496, 
70: Savitri-718, 
71: Savitri-666, 
72: CWSA/34/Savitri-384, 
73: Savitri-401, 
74: Savitri-262, 
75: Savitri-295, 
76: ‘Earth, water, fire, air, ether, mind, reason and ego is my eightfold divided 
Nature, apara-prakriti. Know too my other Divine Nature, Para-prakriti, different 
from this, this Supreme Nature or the Supreme Mother which becomes the Jiva in 
the heart and by which this world is upheld.” The Gita-7.4, 5, 
77: “This is my Divine Maya, creatrix Mother of the three gunas which is hard to 
overcome by mortal man. Those who go beyond the three gunas approach Me as 
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Purushottama and subsequently as Supreme Nature, Para-maya, Daivi-maya.” 
The Gita-7.14,  
78, “The Mother of Might looked down on passing things,” Savitri-508, 
“Madonna of might, Mother of work and force,” Savitri-513, 
79: “Madonna of light, Mother of joy and peace,” Savitri-520, 
80: CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-163, 
81: “In this aspect the transcendent and universal person of the Divine conforms 
itself to our individualised personality and accepts a personal relation with us, at 
once identified with us as our supreme Self and yet close and different as our 
Master, Friend, Lover, Teacher, our Father and our Mother, our Playmate in the 
great world-game who has disguised himself throughout as friend and enemy, 
helper and opponent and, in all relations and in all workings that affect us, has led 
our steps towards our perfection and our release.” CWSA/23/The Synthesis of 
Yoga-256-257, 
82: “Only a few responded to her call: 
       Still fewer felt the screened divinity,” Savitri-362, 
      “A few can climb to an unperishing sun,... 
        Few are the silences in which Truth is heard,...  
        Few are the splendid moments of the seers. 
        Heaven’s call is rare, rarer the heart that heeds;” Savitri-689 
83: The Gita-6.45/7.19, 
84: Savitri-661  
85: 22nd July-1967/The Mother’s Agenda-8/228, 
86: Savitri-279, 
87: Savitri-169, 
88: Savitri-352, 
89: Savitri-689-91, 
90: “Too far thy (Divine’s) heavens for me (Savitri) from suffering men. 
        Imperfect is the joy not shared by all.” Savitri-686, 
91: Collected Works of The Mother, Centenary Edition/14/211, 
92: CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga-641, 
93: Higher Mind, illumined Mind, Intuitive Mind and Overmind, 
94: “Instead of taking the attitude of servant and instrument of which Sri 
Aurobindo speaks in what I have just read to you, they (attributes of the Divine) 
naturally took the attitude of the master, and this mistake—as I may call it—was 
the first cause, the essential cause of all the disorder in the universe.” The 
Mother/The Mother’s Centenary Works (second edition)/9/207, “The sword has a 
joy in the battle-play, the arrow has a mirth in its hiss and its leaping, the earth has 
a rapture in its dizzy whirl through space, the sun has the royal ecstasy of its 
blazing splendours and its eternal motion. O thou self-conscious instrument, take 
thou too the delight of thy own appointed workings.” The Supramental 
Manifestation, SABCL, Vol-16/p-288, 
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95: “The divine soul reproduces itself in similar liberated souls as the animal 
reproduces itself in similar bodies. Therefore, whenever even a single soul is 
liberated, there is a tendency to an extension and even to an outburst of the same 
divine self-consciousness in other individual souls of our terrestrial humanity...” 
CWSA/21/The Life Divine-45, 
96: The Mother/The Mother’s Centenary Works/13/41, 
97:  “Accept the difficulty and godlike toil, 

For the slow-paced omniscient purpose live.” Savitri-335-336, 
“She made herself the diligent serf of all,” Savitri-470, 

98: Savitri-674, 
99: “But who can show to thee Truth’s glorious face? 
Our human words can only shadow her.  
To thought she is an unthinkable rapture of light,  
To speech a marvel inexpressible.” Savitri-663, 
100: Savitri-708, 
101: CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-374, 
102: CWSA/24/The Synthesis of Yoga-623, 
103: Savitri-335-336, 
104: Savitri-20, 
105: “This seems to have been the method of the most ancient sages of which we 
get some glimpse in the Rig Veda and some of the Upanishads (Notably, the 
Taittiriya Upanishad). He may, on the other hand, (1) aim straight at the 
realisation of pure self-existence on the highest plane of mental being and from 
that secure basis (2) realise spiritually under the conditions of his mentality the 
process by which the self existent becomes all existences, (2a) but without that 
descent into the self-divided egoistic consciousness which is a circumstance of 
evolution in the Ignorance. Thus (2) identified with Sachchidananda in the 
universal self-existence as the spiritualised mental being, (3) he may then ascend 
beyond to the Supramental plane of the pure spiritual existence. It is the latter 
method the stages of which we may now attempt to trace for the seeker by the path 
of knowledge.” CWSA/23/The Synthesis of Yoga-400, 
106: The Gita-3.20, 
107: CWSA/19/Essays on the Gita-458, 
108: The Gita-4.34, 
109: Savitri-51, 
110: The Gita-5.29, 
111: The Gita-9.11,  
112: The Gita-7.5, 
113: SABCL-17/The hour of God/95, 
114: “But the solution of the problem which spirituality offers is not a solution by 
(2) external means (by Psycho-physical machinery), though these also have to be 
used, but by (1) an inner change (by Psychic, Spiritual and Supramental 
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intervention), a transformation of the consciousness and nature.” CWSA-22/The 
Life Divine-917, 
115: TMCE/1/Prayers and Meditations-50, 
116: 23: “But you see, you see all the way I have come...And I was born with a 
consciously prepared body—Sri Aurobindo was aware of that, he said it 
immediately the first time he saw me: I was born free. That is, from the spiritual 
standpoint: without any desire. Without any desire and attachment. And mon 
petit, if there is the slightest desire and the slightest attachment, it is IMPOSSIBLE 
to do this work. 

A vital like a warrior, with an absolute self-control (the vital of this present 
incarnation was sexless—a warrior), an absolutely calm and imperturbable 
warrior—no desires, no attachments...Since my earliest childhood, I have done 
things which, to human consciousness, are “monstrous;” my mother went so far as 
to tell me that I was a real “monster,” because I had neither attachments nor 
desires. If I was asked, “Would you like to do this?” I answered, “I don’t care.” If 
people were nasty to me, or if people died or went away, it left me absolutely 
calm—and so: “You are a monster, you have no feelings.” 
And with that preparation... It is eighty-six years since I came here, mon petit! For 
thirty years I worked with Sri Aurobindo consciously, without letup, night and 
day... We shouldn’t be in a hurry.” The Mother, 28th March-1964, The Mother’s 
Agenda-5/100, 
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